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Pandora Immo
Advanced anti-theft system for vehicles. The system is convenient, reliable and easy to install.
You can use your Android/Apple smartphone to adjust any settings via Bluetooth. Immo has the smallest 
RF TAG among similar systems and the highest energy efficiency.
Pandora Immo has the smallest RF TAG among similar systems and the highest 
energy efficiency.

Pandora Light Pro v2
Pandora Light Pro v2 (with GPS) is the ultimate protection solution for your car as it’s combined with the 
factory controller and gives you the ability to control everything from your Smartphone.
It’s packed with all the benefits of Pandora’s sophisticated car alarm systems and 
offers (additionally) remote engine start functionality (which is really cool!).

Pandora Light v3
A complete security system, suitable for protecting and remotely starting your car. The remote control 
has an OLED display and communicates with the base unit via an encrypted connection, thus allowing it 
to be updated and configured securely. Despite its small size, it has a powerful 868 
MHz antenna making it capable of reaching great communicational ranges. It can 
be installed on CAN-bus and analogue cars.

Pandora Primo
The only alarm system in its class that combines the most modern anti-theft technologies.
Made with the smallest dimensions for completely hidden installation, driver identification, theft protection 
from Relay attack and Anti Jammer protection.
It works with the car’s factory key and is fully compatible with all of them.

179.00 €

415.00 €

289.00 €

309.00 €

Car Products
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Pandora Smart GSM No Tags
Pandora Smart GSM Alarm is the ultimate protection solution. It’s operated by the factory remote control 
and a Smartphone application. It offers all the benefits of Pandora’s sophisticated systems, and accepts 
(optionally) a GPS module extension!

Pandora Smart Pro v3
Equipped with all modern technologies and renewed/new features, necessary for their installation in the 
most advanced car models, thus meeting the increased needs and at the same time taking advantage of 
the possibilities created by modern mobile telecommunications. It operates via an 
online website, tablets and smartphones, providing the owner with full information 
and management, while it is ready to add the remote start function.

Pandora Smart v3
Pandora Smart v3 (with GPS) is the ultimate protection solution for your car as it’s combined with the 
factory controller and gives you the ability to control everything from your Smartphone.
It’s packed with all the benefits of Pandora’s sophisticated car alarm systems and 
offers (additionaly) remote engine start functionality (which is really cool!).

Pandora Professional v3
Featuring the most advanced software and hardware solutions, is easy to hide anywhere with a mini-
mum number of connection points and large number of inputs and outputs for implementation of addi-
tional services. We have combined a 4G (LTE) modem, a GPS/Glonass receiver, a 
BT 5.0 modem and a 868 MHz LoRa radio interface with an ultra-long range in an 
ultra-compact body.

339.00 €

669.00 €

519.00 €

939.00 €

Car Products
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Pandora Camper
Pandora Camper is specially designed to protect your caravan. The system 
provides reliable cabin security due to an optimal array of dedicated digital 
sensors, motion, tilt, opening and an innovative intruder radar.

899.00 €

Pandora Camper Pro v2
Pandora Camper Pro v2 is specifically designed with innovative wireless 
sensors, built-in ultra-high-speed 4G(LTE) GSM modem and accurate GPS/
Glonass receiver, special algorithms and encrypted communication pro-
tocols.

1519.00 €

Camper Products
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Moto Products

Pandora Moto Evo
Pandora Moto EVO is a leading anti-theft security & telemetry system for 
motorcycles. It’s packed with the most modern technologies: Canbus for full 
integration with the electric-electronic systems of the most advanced motor-
cycles, a high-speed 4G GSM modem, an accurate GNSS satellite tracking 
receiver with assisted GPS, a new generation Bluetooth interface, anti-jam-
mer function and anti-hijack modes for maximum protection against violent 
hijacking and interference!

Pandora engineers further developed the technological excellence of Moto 
Evo with the addition of two new algorithms for more efficient and even lower 
battery consumption. The first algorithm always checks the voltage, adapt-
ing its consumption so that the battery will lasts longer. The second one is 
based on time, defined through the Pandora Connect application, after how 
many days the “Power Save mode” will be activated in order to consume up to 
1.5 mA. This situation is useful and effective in case of short or long parking 
of the motorcycle.In any case, the Anti-theft protection of Moto Evo remains 
active with all standby sensors, even the perimeter one (Pandora VS-22).

The new Smart Moto Evo, has been upgraded with a 4G modem, for faster 
data transmission and more effective coverage, while taking into account the 
motorbike’s high speeds in and out of cities. In case of weak 4G connection, 
the alarm automatically connects to 3G or 2G, extending its coverage even to 
areas with limited signal. With x10 times faster speeds than 3G, the speed of 
transferring large amounts of data, is the ultimate Anti-theft system with the 
fastest telemetry.

With the ID TAG BT-780 as the driver’s ID, your motorcycle’s engine is locked 
when you the owner (with his tag) is out of range. If an intruder manages to get 
your motorbike’s keys, they won’t be able to drive it.

469.00 €
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Pandora Marine
Pandora Marine is a leading anti-theft security system for boats. It includes 
the latest technologies: GPS Anchor for full protection and immediate notifi-
cation in case of a boat being towed away while at anchor.
Dual mode Protection: allows you to configure the protection zones depend-
ing on the status of the boat, high-speed 4G GSM modem, accurate GNSS 
satellite receiver with assisted GPS, new generation Bluetooth 5.0 inter-
face, as well as anti-jammer and anti-hijack modes for maximum protection 
against hijack and interference.

679.00 €

Marine Products
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Pandora Finder
Pandora Finder is a modern and highly effective, untraceable tracking device 
used to track and record the course of a person or object you wish to protect. 
Simply place it on your car, motorcycle, truck, bicycle, tractor, suitcase, con-
tainer, or anything else you want to track.

195.00 €

Pandora Tracer
Pandora Tracer is a modern, highly multifunctional high-tech GPS unit. In 
fact, it is a complete security system (sensor protection, event, and location 
monitoring) with fewer inputs and outputs, which makes it a very attractive 
proposition on the market.
Pandora Tracer 4G GPS tracker is suitable for both private individuals and 
commercial businesses/individuals that wish to control vehicle movement 
routes, perform fleet management, and much more!

249.00 €

GPS Trackers
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Pandora ALT-205 Tester
Multifunctional auto electrician’s device that was designed for modern car electrics. Pandora ALT-205 
design and circuitry are produced to exclude a risk of damage to the car electrics when diagnosing and 
searching for the required signal circuits. Ergonomic body of the device allows to easily find needed signals 
in actual auto electrician working conditions, during installation of service-security systems and additional 
devices. Price only for merchants

Pandora CHARGER 2 Battery Charger
Designed for the modern car batteries, with new intelligent automation and a long-lasting power of 750 W 
(50 A), for fast charging of any type of battery. An advanced architecture that pushes the limits of energy 
efficiency to deliver infinite use and unprecedented power.

Price only for merchants

Pandora NAV-X Telemetric Module
Designed to expand the service functions of Pandora systems with Bluetooth interface. The integrated 
interfaces adds сontrol over a system using a phone, voice and SMS notifcations storing events history 
on a remote server. It receives current location and tracking of a vehicle, automatic 
date and time synchronization, uses protected Bluetooth 4.2 Low Energy interface. 
Independent power supply notifies if the power supply of the vehicle is disconnected. 199.00 €

Pandora Bluetooth BT-01 Micro Relay
The Pandora BT-01 wireless Bluetooth micro relay is a very useful, often simply necessary Bluetooth ac-
cessory with unique characteristics. The product is designed to work with modern security and service 
Pandora systems with a Bluetooth interface. Sized 32x16x9 mm, Pandora BT-01 can 
be easily hidden, woven into car’s wiring harnesses, and the fact that no wires go to 
the base unit makes this device as secretive as possible. 45.00 €

Pandora Bluetooth BT-02 Micro Relay
The Pandora BT-02 is a miniature device with a wide range of functional features for a hidden installation 
in the engine compartment module, or as a stand-alone device. Sized 34x16x9 mm, it can be easily hid-
deninside of the vehicle harness. Pandora BT-02 can be used to block the car’s radio 
channel, diagnostic CAN buses, to protect additional keys from writing, low-current 
blocking of sensors and data buses, control the engine heaters. 105.00 €

Accessories
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Pandora BTR-101 Blocking Radio Relay
Designed and produced using the latest element base. It communicates with control modules via Blue-
tooth 4.2 protocols. The device is equipped with a high-sensitivity accelerometer. The relay uses highly reli-
able motion detection algorithms to block the engine in any attempt to start moving. 
In the same time, it will allow the engine to work during remote start. Controlled by 
2.4 GHz interface of Pandora Immobilisers and wireless security systems. 89.00 €

Pandora DMS-101BT Wireless Sensor
Pandora DMS-101BT is a new innovation in wireless sensors, both to protect your vehicle by controlling 
the garage door and other nearby vehicles/objects. Any change in his status activates the Pandora alarm 
wirelessly, informing you of the violation. The temperature sensor has a sophisticat-

ed operating algorithm which allows you to replace the battery (CR123A) no more 69.00 € 
than once every 3 years.

Pandora VS-22d Volume Sensor
A compact size digital microwave sensor, herewith it is high-tech and energy efficient with extended dy-
namic range. The sensor has low power consumption (up to 2.5 mA), high sensitivity (50 adjustment lev-
els) and modern algorithm for protection against false alarm. The sensor sensitivity 
can be adjusted remotely when it is connected to Pandora systems. The sensitivity 
can be adjusted by the buttons located on the sensor. 59.00 €

Pandora NAV-035BT GPS/GLONASS Receiver
High-sensitivity GPS/GLONASS receiver designed to be used with Pandora service-security systems. 
Pandora NAV receivers have small sizes, low power consumption, high sensitivity, reduced time of co-
ordinate determination and reliable tracking under conditions of a week or shaded 
GPS/GLONASS signal. The models differ in 2.4 GHz protocols. It is ideal for Pandora 
SMART GSM. 79.00 €

Pandora ZDR GM 52 Backup Battery
Spare battery for car alarm 12V / 2.2Ah. 45.00 €

Accessories
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Pandora PS-330
A miniature, waterproof, light siren that can be used both for cars and for motorcy-
cles, easy to be installed thanks to its minimal sizes make. It is perhaps the loudest 
and energy efficient siren.

Pandora PS-331 BT

Pandora PS-332 BT
Two new sirens that wirelessly connects to a main unit via the Bluetooth protocol, 
therefore withouth pulling wires from a main unit to an engine compartment.
They have a sealed waterproof case and a back-up battery, easy to be installed.

Pandora POWERCAB
Cable harness for all Pandora systems for cars.

Pandora Moto EU Harness
Cable harness for all Pandora systems for motorbikes.

Pandora Moto v2 Harness
Cable harness for all Pandora systems for Smart Moto v2 systems.

35.00 €

69.00 €

85.00 €

Pandora PS-333 BT
An ultra-compact, waterproof, light piezo siren. Comparing with the legendary PS-330 at a first glance 
this novelty product seems to be a toy. But in reality, it has a great potential due to its 
weight and dimensions with a comparable to a bigger model characteristic. You can 
easily hide it almost everywhere in the car or motorbike.

Pandora LED/VALET 2
Valet button with LED indication for Pandora systems.

39.00 €

9.00 €

19.00 €

29.00 €

39.00 €

Accessories
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DI-02 and DI-03 are designed to temporary switch most types of original transponder Immobiliser of mod-
ern cars (RFID-system) to provide system operation of automatic and remote engine start. Two antennas
are included in the set, which allows the modules to work with the most modern transponder Immobil-
isers. DI-03 is controlled only by a special code channel and has a 3.3V power supply for cars with Start/
Stop button, Keyless and Smart Entry systems.

Pandora RMD-5M
Relay module for remote engine start. Pandora RMD-5M is a relay module designed to implement au-
tomatic and remote engine starts with Pandora car alarm systems. The module has small case that is 
convenient to place anywhere in a car. RMD-5M provides a possibility to connect to 
power lines of a car (up to 20A). 49.00 €

Pandora RMD-BMW v2 
Bypass unit for BMW for E-xx generation remote start.

279.00 €

Remote Starters

Pandora DI-02
Bypass unit for remote start. 29.00 €

Pandora DI-03
Immobilizer bypass device for cars with Keyless key.

Pandora DI-04
A Bluetooth immobilizer bypass meant for the Bluetooth Pandora car alarms – it is 
used to realize remote start on cars that are not compatible with the Pandora CLONE 
service.

45.00 €

79.00 €
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Pandora BT-780 Immobilizer Tag
A Bluetooth immobilizer tag for the modern Pandora and Pandect alarm systems (IMMO, MINI, LIGHT 
PRO, SMART, SMART PRO). The tag is used to identify the car owner: if an attempt is made to start off 
without this tag, the ignition (and/or) the fuel system are disabled. Pandora BT-780’s 
body is sealed with ultrasound, which makes it much more durable. Replacing the 
battery has also become a lot easier. 49.00 €

Remote Controllers

New remote controllers with an OLED display, three control buttons, a protected 868 MHz radio interface, 
Bluetooth 4.2 (5.0), a battery and a USB port.

Pandora D-043
Compatible with Pandora Elite, Pandora Smart Pro (with an additional RF-module). 189.00 €

Pandora D-043 CAMPER
Compatible with Pandora Camper Mini (with an additional RF-module), Camper Pro. 199.00 €

Pandora D-010
Two-way remote control for Pandora Light v3. 89.00 €

Pandora D-010 MOTO
Two-way remote control for Pandora Moto EU. 89.00 €
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Pandora D-011
Two-way remote control for Pandora Light v2.

Pandora D-670
Two-way remote control with an OLED display, six control buttons, SOS button, pro-
tected 868 MHz radio interface, integrated battery and USB-port. Compatible with 
Pandora Professional v2.

Pandora D-022 LoRa
Remote control with OLED display, three control buttons, protected 868 MHz radio 
interface, battery and USB port. Compatible with Pandora Light Pro.

Pandora R-468BT
Ergonomic remote control with status LED, beeper and large control buttons.

Pandora R-387

Pandora R-389

Remote control with OLED display, three control buttons, protected 868 MHz radio interface, battery and 
USB port. Compatible with Pandora Light Pro v2.

89.00 €

159.00 €

149.00 €

79.00 €

25.00 €

25.00 €

Remote Controllers
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Remote Controllers

Pandora CV D-010 Cover
Plastic parts of the Pandora D-010 remote control.

Pandora LC D-010 Leather Case
Leather case for remote control Pandora D-010.

Pandora CV D-043 Cover
Plastic parts of the Pandora D-043 remote control.

Pandora LC D-670 Leather Case
Leather case for remote control Pandora D-670.

19.00 €

12.00 €

Pandora CV D-022 LoRa Cover
Plastic parts of the Pandora D-022 LorRa remote control.

Pandora CV BT-760 Cover
Plastic parts of the Pandora BT-760 remote control.

29.00 €

12.00 €

29.00 €

9.00 €
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JOIN TODAY OUR ELITE NETWORK 
OF 100+ AFFILIATES!
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